Abstract: Cable faults is an important issue for underground cable lines, and the sheath current is a major factor for cable faults. The sheath current occurs on metallic sheath of high voltage underground cable. Thus, metallic sheath of underground cable is grounded to prevent the sheath current faults. If the sheath current which will generate on metallic sheath, the most suitable grounding method can be selected to prevent the sheath current effects. In this study, artificial neural network (ANN) is used to determine the sheath current of underground cable line, and many simulation studies of the sheath current are made to obtain training data of ANN. Simulation studies of sheath current of different underground cable lines are made in PSCAD/EMTDC. Also optimization methods are used to update weights of ANN. Gravitational search algorithm (GSA) and differential evolution algorithm (DEA) are used to optimize weights of ANN. It is seen that training and forecasting errors of hybrid methods are lower than classic ANN.
Introduction
High voltage underground cable lines are used to ensure electrical safety in city center and crowded areas because insulation level of underground cable is more than overhead lines. Also recently, overhead lines have been converted to high voltage underground cable lines in city center and crowded areas. Different insulation material are used for insulation of underground cable according to voltage level, and insulation layer is protected by metallic sheath. A high voltage cable layers are shown in Fig. 1 [1] . Metallic sheath protects cable layers against to environmental factors and damages. However, the sheath current is generated on metallic sheath. The sheath current increases cable temperature, so cable insulation life and performance are reduced by the sheath current, also electroshock risk occurs due to high sheath voltage. It is seen that the sheath current must be reduced to provide electrical safety. Thus, metallic sheath is grounded to reduce sheath voltage and current [2] - [5] , and bonding methods are used to ground metallic sheath. Single point bonding, solid bonding and cross bonding methods are used as bonding methods in IEEE 575-1988 standard. These bonding methods are shown in Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 .
If cable length is short, single point bonding method can be used, but single point bonding method should be not used for long high voltage underground cable line because the sheath voltage at the end of line can be extremely increase. Thus, solid bonding and cross bonding methods are used for long high voltage underground cable line. The sheath current of solid bonding method is less than cross bonding method. Also, sheath current of cross bonding is less than sheath current of solid bonding [6] , [7] . Namely, these methods can be used according to problem. Many simulation studies are made to find the most important factors for formation of the sheath current in PSCAD/EMTDC program. It is seen at the end of simulation studies that cable length (L), distance of between phases (d), unbalanced phase current (IUB), cable formation and grounding resistance (Rg) are the most important factors for formation of the sheath current in high voltage underground cable line [8] - [11] .
Forecasting methods can be used to determine the sheath current of high voltage cable line which will be installed as a new line at the project phase, and the most suitable method can be selected to reduce the sheath current effects. Artificial neural network is very useful method for forecasting studies. Hence, in this study artificial neural network based hybrid methods are used to determine the sheath current of high voltage underground cable line. In this study, differential evolution algorithm (DEA) and gravitational search algorithm (GSA) are used for hybrid methods.
Material and Method
Simulation of high voltage underground cable is made by using electromagnetic transient program [12] . In this study, simulation studies for high voltage underground cable lines are used PSCAD/EMTDC as electromagnetic transient program. In simulation studies of high voltage cable, primarily high voltage cable is modelled, and the modeled cable is shown in Fig. 5 . Cable length, distance of between phases, unbalanced phase current and grounding resistance are the most important factors in formation of the sheath current of the high voltage underground cable lines. These factors are used to generate different high voltage cable lines, and simulations of these cable lines are made in PSCAD/EMTDC to obtain sheath currents of these lines. Thus, the real values of sheath current of different lines are used for training process of ANN. Working principle of ANN is based on mathematical model of human learning, and the basic element of ANN is neuron. Also ANN occurs from input layer, hidden layer and output layer [13] - [15] . The basic schema of ANN is shown in Fig. 6 . 
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Neurons work as a transfer function. This transfer function is shown in Equation (1), and a neuron working schema is shown in Fig. 7 . (1) where, xj is input, wij is weight, bi is bias, fi is transfer function, and yi is output of the neuron. Activation functions can be sorted as step function, linear function, log-sigmoid function, tan-sigmoid function, softmax function, and gaussian function. Primarily, training process is implemented in ANN, and training error is calculated. Mean square error (MSE) method is used in calculation of training error. MSE is shown in Equation (2). (2) where, E(t) is estimation error at t th iteration, p(i) is the desired value for i th output, o(i) is the actual value for its output. Weights of ANN should be updated to reduce training error, so Equation (3) is used to update weights in 
In hybrid ANN, Equation (3) is not used to update weights, and optimization methods are used instead of Equation (3) to update weights of ANN [16] . Gravitational search algorithm and differential evolution algorithm are used as optimization methods in this study. Hybrid ANN working schema is shown in Fig. 8. 
Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA)
GSA is based on gravitational law which was found by Newton. Each particle which is defined in gravitational law is defined as agent in GSA. According to gravitational law, the other particles are attracted by gravitational force of each particle. Gravitational force is affected by particles masses. The particle which has heavier mass attracts the other particles, and the other particles move towards the particle. In GSA, if agent has heavier mass, fitness value of agent is higher value, and it is near to optimum solution. Each agent has four features. These feature are position (Xij), inertial mass (Mij), active gravitational mass (Mai) and passive gravitational mass (Mpi). Mai=Mpi =Mij is calculated with Equation (4) [17] .
If agent number is N in search space, each agent position can be defined by Equation (6).
N is agent dimension, and agents occur particles. Namely, N is defined as variable of agent. F is gravitational force between i th agent and j th agent at the t time. Gravitational force is shown in Equation (7).
Mi is mass of i th agent, Mj is mass of j th agent, Rij(t) is the Euclidian distance between i th agent and j th agent, and it is defined Equation (8) . G(t) is gravitational constant and is defined Equation (9).
( ) ( ), ( )
G0 is an initial value, β is constant value, t is the current iteration number, t max is maximum iteration number, and total force on i th agent is defined with Equation (10) at t time.
, ( ) . ( )
randj is random number between 0 and 1, Kbest is the first agents which have the best fitness value. Acceleration of agent is calculated with Equation (11). Velocity and position are updated with Equation (12) and Equation (13) according to acceleration of agent at the t time. 
is position of i th agent, is velocity of agent, and randj is random number between 0 and 1 at the t time. Working principle of GSA as follows [14] :
1-Initial population is occurred, and positions of agents are determined as randomly.
2-Fitness values of agents are calculated. 3-Best and worst agents are selected in population, and G is updated. 4-M and a of agents are calculated, and velocity and position of agents are updated. After these steps are implemented, fitness values of the updated agents are calculated. If optimum value is found, or the maximum iteration number is reached, program is stopped. Otherwise, the steps which are between 2 and 4 are continuously implemented.
Differential Evolution Algorithm (DEA)
DEA is generally used to solve optimization problems in electrical engineering. Each variable is called as vector in DEA, and there are four type vectors. These vectors are target, base and different two vectors. Namely at least 4 vectors are necessary for DEA.
DEA works as follows [18] :
Step 1: Vector population is randomly generated.
Step 2: Target, base and different two vectors is selected in population. Each vector is respectively selected as target vector in vector population. Base and different two vectors are randomly selected.
Step 3: Difference of between the selected difference two vectors is taken, and base vector is added, so mutant vector is generated.
Step 4: Mutant vector and target vector are used for crossover process. A new trial vector is generated after crossover.
Step 5: Fitness values of target and new trial vectors are calculated, and these values are compared. If fitness value of new trial vector is better than target vector, new trial vector is changed as target vector. Otherwise, target vector is not changed.
Step 6: These processes are implemented each vector, and new vector population is generated.
Experimental Studies
In this study, DEA and GSA are used for optimization of weights of ANN, so hybrid GSA-ANN and DEA-ANN methods are generated to forecast the sheath current of high voltage underground cable line. In these hybrid ANN methods, population size is 10, iteration number is 100. It is seen at the end of high voltage cable simulation studies that unbalanced phase current (IUB), cable length (L), distance of between phases (d) and grounding resistance (Rg) are the most important factors for generating of the sheath current. Therefore, different high voltage underground cable lines are generated in PSCAD/EMTDC program, and the sheath currents of these lines are measured, so training and test data matrices are generated for hybrid ANN methods. 58x5 data matrix are used for training of ANN, and forecasting data matrix is shown in Table 1 . In Table 1 forecasting process is implemented. Forecasting results of these methods are shown in Table 2 , and the forecasted sheath current is called as ISF. Forecasting error of DEA-ANN is 0.2223, and forecasting error of GSA-ANN is 0.2306, and forecasting error of classic ANN is 1.2233. It is seen that the results of hybrid ANN are better than classic ANN, also the results of DEA-ANN method are better than the results of PSO-ANN method.
Conclusion
In this study, the sheath current of high voltage underground cable line is examined, and simulations are made in PSCAD/EMTDC. Forecasting of the sheath current is important issue to prevent cable faults of high voltage underground cable lines. Hybrid ANN methods are suggested to determine the sheath current of high voltage underground cable lines which will be installed as a new line. DEA-ANN and GSA-ANN methods are used as hybrid ANN methods. It is seen that the results of hybrid ANN are better than classic ANN. Also the results of DEA-ANN method are better than GSA-ANN method. Hence, the sheath current is forecasted by DEA-ANN method, so the required precautions can be accurately determined.
